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Abstract—Obesity is a major health concern caused by unhealthy eating behaviours. Digital weight loss interventions have adopted mobile technology primarily in order to support self-monitoring. However, many available apps are not designed as part of dietetic practice; therefore a distinct gap in the research exists relating to technology that supports the patient-practitioner relationship. This paper presents myPace, which is a complete weight loss and management system that is deployed via a smartphone and a PC. It connects dietitians and patients through face-to-face consultations and extends the relationship through patients’ regular progress updates and dietitians’ tailored and timely advice, for sustained behaviour change. The prototype was adapted from research into behaviour change for weight loss, which furthermore was underpinned by theory and tenets of human support models, such as the supportive accountability framework. We report on early phase design goals via a formative research process, which aimed to implement theoretical principles and match practical dietetic practice. To that end only the clinical end user’s perspective was sought through a coaching think-aloud protocol on the first iteration of the prototype and interviews with dietitians. Findings show that the system has many positive design features, but which require further development in order for the system to be fully acceptable within dietetic practice and motivate patient engagement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LIFESYLTE management apps form one of the largest segments of the mobile app market. They contribute to the exponential increase in digital interventions to support weight loss that range from websites that provide information, to downloadable or internet-based software that help users manage their energy balance and stay motivated, to more recent weight loss apps on mobile phones. European health organisations have recognised this and have sought to better organise and manage available lifestyle apps (and broader health apps), examples being the National Health Service (NHS) Health Apps Library and the European Directory of Health Apps.

Evaluations comparing traditional and digital technology on outcomes relating to effectiveness and adherence in weight management are beginning to surface [1]. However, important questions remain, as to the range of outcomes that should be measured, the effectiveness of digital interventions, how these should be operationalised and the time frames over which they should be assessed [2]. When we consider the nature of digital weight loss interventions, it is clear that many of the available apps were not built for use as part of medical or dietetic practice. More particularly there is a gap relating to technology that complements and supports the patient-practitioner relationship and the ability to sustain the impact of this over time. This lacunae is perhaps surprising given the strong influence that this relationship has on patient motivation, adherence to treatment and patient satisfaction [3].

However, intensive personal counselling is costly for mass uptake and so new and persuasive health technologies have emerged that are mobile and convenient and specifically designed to change behaviour and sustain motivation [4]. In relation to behaviour change, Fogg [5] proposes the Tiny Habits methodology, which is meant to encourage (positive) habits to form. Firstly, the target behaviour is reduced to the smallest possible behaviour, in the case of myPace a ‘small step’ so that it can be easily achievable and encourage users with various abilities and motivation levels. Secondly, the new step is created to fit into a routine and a signal or reminder then functions as a trigger for the habit. Repetition of the cycle develops the habit and potentially a change of attitude to drive the individual towards continuance in weight loss behaviour.

It is necessary to consider how to make this design more accessible, useful and usable to dietitians across Europe and additionally to explore how the tenets of behaviour change can best be translated into digital applications in general and into myPace in particular. This is vital in order to develop technology that matches and is relevant to dietetic requirements and the routine practices of the dietitian-patient consultation.

The development of myPace recognised the need to embed existing and emerging perspectives in behaviour change theory, but also build on existing frameworks and design methodologies for creating persuasive technologies. Most particularly however, it sought to capture and embed the experience and benefits of the patient-practitioner relationship. To that end, human support models, such as supportive accountability provides an appropriate framework to guide the
development of e- and m-health interventions [6, 7]. This is due to the way it supports the practitioner-patient dynamic through emphasizing behavioural strategies, such as goal and expectation setting and monitoring through a process of accountability, but also co-responsibility between patient and practitioner to motivate patient engagement. Given that weight loss interventions are traditionally a co-operative undertaking, a key imperative is to translate such new perspectives into successful weight management technologies, whilst addressing the practitioner’s perspective and the various types of clinical practice [8].

II. RELATED WORK

A. Overview of M-Health Interventions

In the past few years, there has been an increase in digital interventions specifically to support weight loss. These interventions can take different forms as appropriate to the patient and context and employ various techniques or strategies to facilitate the target behavior [9]: tracking smartphone apps that enable individuals to count calories, plan meals, obtain healthy recipes, monitor calories burned, access social support, and receive advice and support from trained coaches and professionals [10]; motivation and reminders through tailored messaging [11-13]; buddy networks to support and motivate members during their weight loss and/or maintenance [14, 15]; integrating face to face meetings, remote monitoring medical devices, and communication technology (telephone/web/mobile) to facilitate change [16]; and providing a range of tailored, automated and/or visual feedback in the form of nutritional breakdown of foods and support for physical activities [17-21].

Increasingly, commercial weight loss groups are providing e-support though ‘virtual’ online groups. These exploit social networking functions on the web to encourage and sustain motivation and support among members. A unique approach in this area employs highly interactive 3D virtual worlds informed by behaviour change theory to educate and encourage members to engage in more healthy lifestyles [22]. Less formally, online discussion networks to support weight loss endeavours have sprung up within groups whose primary aims are unrelated to weight loss (e.g. http://www.cفق.org/forums/showthread.php?t=239412).

More broadly within the healthcare domain, the potential value of technology is seen in supporting routine health practice by embedding remote monitoring and communication features into mobile phone technology, enabling patients and practitioners to access health tools on the move [20, 23-28]. In weight loss, another fairly recent approach has been to integrate face-to-face meetings, remote monitoring medical devices, and communication technology (telephone/web/mobile) to facilitate change [29].

The stage is thus set for the integration of technological innovation into weight loss interventions in healthcare [13, 28, 30, 31]. However, while e-interventions show much promise and appeal, there is currently little unequivocal or systematic evidence of their effectiveness in enabling weight loss among diverse patients [32]. Important reviews are beginning to surface in this area. For example, some recent reviews have compared effectiveness, self-monitoring and adherence between traditional and digital technology [33], while others focus on the effectiveness of mobile technology for weight loss using randomised control trials (RCT) [27, 34].

Overall, evaluations have painted a mixed picture of effectiveness [12, 17, 30, 35-39]. Recent systematic reviews of the literature have noted the reliance on formative or early stage research in judging the effectiveness of m-health interventions [32]. The quality of evaluations also varies; some do not adequately describe the exposure, or may exclude control groups [21]. Many studies also suffer from high attrition, small sample sizes, low transferability, and skewed population distribution making it difficult to generalise the findings. Although the use of particular concepts such as self-monitoring and feedback is widespread, the behavioural focus can be quite narrow and more research is needed to determine if self-guided delivery, as opposed to provider-supervised models are effective even if a greater range of behavioural strategies are employed [40]. Critically, there is little evidence that the design of e-interventions or their evaluation are guided by underlying theory, or that there is a relationship between behavioural concepts within a theoretical framework [41]. Indeed in their content analysis of health and fitness mobile apps, West et al [20, 42] found that many available mobile interventions were quite general and not based on established theoretical principles. There is a clear consensus that more rigorous methods are needed to determine the effectiveness and efficiencies of e-interventions and further, important questions remain as to the outcomes that should be measured and the time frames over which they should be assessed [43].

Finally, it seems that rather than simply seeking to understand whether an intervention is effective or not e-health evaluations should seek to specify for whom the intervention might be effective for, the mechanisms whereby it becomes effective and the contexts within which it is most likely to be effective for behavior change. From a human-computer interaction and design perspective, notably Klasnja et al. [44] have argued that a primary goal for evaluation in design and development is to understand use. This is in terms of user perceptions and expectations and how the technology will fit into people’s lives or working practice. This view is complemented by a behavioural science perspective, where Pagoto and Bennett [31] highlight the need for efficacy research to engage healthcare practitioners during development to fully account for the care process and practice. In order to understand the design requirements for healthcare technologies based on human support models, the current work is motivated by a need to understand how practitioners may use a connected smartphone and web app such as myPace before conducting an efficacy evaluation.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

A. Supportive Accountability Framework

The myPace technology was developed out of research into
the methods and strategies dietitians routinely use in their practice and therefore built to match practical dietetic experience. The technology was also designed to embody the key facets of the Supportive Accountability Framework (SAF) [7]. The concepts advocated in this framework overlapped, broadly, with the kinds of approaches and strategies dietitians used in their routine practice and, importantly, identified human support as a significant contributor in e-health interventions. The myPace platform, then, is practical, evidence-based and rooted in the relevant theory. Only very recently has the focus of studies shifted to implementing human support models, such as supportive accountability, thereby extending and enhancing practitioner-patient communication in the practice areas of Pharmacy [45] and Psychiatry [6].

‘Supportive accountability’ has been proposed as a framework for modelling the ways in which human relationships can best support e-interventions. The model asserts that adding a human support element to e-health interventions will enhance user adherence. The human element is conceptualised as a sympathetic, trusted and credible person who the user feels accountable to and who will deliver a programme of support and motivation that best matches the user’s specific needs. The human support element is expected to increase the user’s sense of autonomy (intrinsic motivation) over time and thus reduce his/her reliance on the relationship to sustain the intervention. We extended this framework to consider the ways in which a human relationship (patient-practitioner) can best be embodied in technology designed to augment or enhance face to face patient care.

Within the frame of supportive accountability, human support is exemplified in a bond (called a ‘therapeutic alliance’) between the user and the human support element (in our case, the health professional). In our application of this, the health professional is a legitimate (that is, trusted, benevolent and credible) person whom the patient has developed a face-to-face relationship. This relationship is enhanced online as the health professional engages with the patient in his/her weight loss. For this reason we have focused our initial efforts on understanding the health professional context and developing interventions that both dovetail with and support clinical practice.

Sustained engagement with the intervention (adherence) is achieved through varying levels of motivation which is tailored to match each patient’s motivational needs. Regardless of the level of motivation required, intrinsic or extrinsic, the practitioner’s aim is to build patients’ confidence and intrinsic motivation so that the patient becomes increasingly responsible for his/her weight loss. In this way, the intervention can be sustained when the support provided by the health professional is withdrawn from the system.

Sustained communication from the health provider signifies a social presence that the patients can rely on and feel accountable to. Through engagement between health professionals and patients, expectations are identified; goals are agreed and subsequently enacted and embedded by the practitioner in the use of the technology. Patients’ engagement and performance are also monitored. These can be responded to between consultations using the platform and reflected on subsequent face-to-face consultations.

B. myPace Prototype

In designing myPace, we wanted to adhere to the guiding principle that the relationship between the dietitian and the client is fundamental to instituting the building blocks for sustained change. The technology is uniquely designed to complement and support the trusted health practitioner-patient relationship which has a strong influence on patient motivation, adherence to treatment and patient satisfaction and the ability to sustain this relationship over time is an important function of successful weight management strategies [46]. Several elements of SAF are embodied in the myPace platform (see Fig. 1). The demo of the myPace application can be found at: [https://vimeo.com/109108169](https://vimeo.com/109108169)

With respect to system design objectives, the following was used as a guide:

- Facilitating communication between the dietitian and the patient between consultations
- Facilitating self-reflection in goal setting and supportive accountability
- Creating understanding of the condition and commitment to change by setting small steps to monitor progress
- Supporting motivation by achieving small steps with feedback from the dietitian

As the technology is designed to support the face-to-face consultation, the nature of this consultation and the aims it seeks to achieve are built into the way the technology works. Elements of motivational interviewing and patient-centred care, important components of the face-to-face medical consultation, are also enabled through it.

Clear expectations such as patient-centred aims and intermediate goals (called ‘small steps’) are decided by the patient with the dietitian in the context of the consultation. This resonates with Fogg’s [5] approach to supporting ‘Tiny Habits’ and designing for behaviour change. This is also a normal part of dietetic practice and represents a key workflow that can combine a number of elements as described by Mohr et al. [47]: user defined, frequency, conditions (tone and event-based rules) and tunneling. For example, patients are reminded about these agreed intermediate goals via notifications on their phone. These reminders are automated. The form that these take can also be constructed with the patient in the consultation.

Patients can register the achievement of their suggested small steps on the same day they were notified about them. This allows their performance to be monitored over time. If desired, dietitians can respond to patients’ performance between consultations using the platform by sending motivational messages or changing aspects of the intervention to match changing needs or performance. The system also monitors and tracks patient mood and their reflections on their progress. myPace maps these layers of data alongside each other to build an overall picture of each client’s performance, enabling realistic and targeted advice and action. Summary
reports on performance provide an evidence-base for discussion in the upcoming consultation. The programme is flexible and is expected to grow and change with the patient as he/she proceeds through the treatment.

Fig. 1. Relationship between the dietitian’s desktop and client app. Programme features are coded by facets relating to Supportive Accountability.
The myPace platform includes features that signal social presence (through timely and context relevant motivational messaging), enable clear communication of expectations of patient behaviour (through relevant goal setting) and enables patients to monitor their performance (integrating weight changes with information about mood and goal related achievements). The software is designed to be integrated into the face-to-face consultation and reflects much of the way that consultation is structured.

myPace is built upon strategies dietitians use in their everyday practice and incorporates relevant tenets of behaviour change theory into its functionality making it both practical and evidence-based. For clients using myPace they can report on their progress, which is tracked over time. This helps provide dietitians and clients alike with a clearer picture of each clients’ eating practices, thus enabling realistic and targeted advice and action.

C. myPace Design (early phase)

Given the context of therapeutic relationship-building, which the myPace app supports, the focus of the early phase of development for defining the specification was the perspective of the health professional. This approach has been fully supported by recent work arguing for the need to understand the health practitioner’s perspective and clinical practice [8, 45].

In keeping with previous mhealth weight management program developments, we followed a formative research process, incorporating expert and target population input [48]. Expert input involved a project team and advisory board with expertise in weight management, nutrition, dietetic practice, mhealth, behaviour change and persuasive design. We conducted an extensive literature review in order to determine the relevant theory to support weight loss and the appropriate platform that would support the therapeutic relationship as shown in Fig. 1. Target population input was sought through formative feedback from dietetic practitioners through two methods: i) a coaching think-aloud protocol [49]; and ii) semi-structured interviews.

The coaching think-aloud protocol was designed as an in-practice exploratory scoping exercise of myPace, involving active intervention on the part of the moderator via a training session on the first iteration of the prototype. This was to determine acceptance issues and pinpoint system flaws at a very high level, an approach that is in keeping with similar applications [50].

Sixteen dietitians were contacted via the Freelance Dietitian Group of the British Dietetic Association and three were recruited to take part in the study. This sample size is small, but purposive and is comparable to recent work that has investigated the implications of mobile apps for clinical practice [51]. Each dietitian was set up with the myPace software and received face-to-face personal training in its use. At this training session they were provided with further information about the software and were allowed to practice with it whilst being guided by the trainer who answered any questions they had. The dietitians were also allowed to provide feedback on their first impression of the software during these sessions and use/recommend the app as they would expect to if it became a regular tool to support their everyday practice. Notes were taken during the sessions, which were later coded thematically according to design features of the app and how they relate to supportive accountability [52].

Semi-structured interviews were conducted face-to-face with 20 dietitians across the UK to investigate dietetic practice in more depth to contribute towards efficacy and the ways that myPace may be successfully integrated, as well as to more substantially consider the tenets of SAF within the myPace platform.

Primary sources of recruitment of dietitians for the interviews were our project partners, the European Federation of the Associations of Dietitians (EFAD), and the online Freelance Dietitians Network of the British Dietetic Association. Participants had to fit, at a minimum, with the following criteria: qualified as a dietitian; currently practicing in the UK; and working in either freelance practice or in the NHS.

The interviews questioned dietitians about the nature of their practice, and the role they envision technology might play in improving their work. All participants were informed that the project team was working on technology to support dietitians in their practice. They were also told that this technology would help connect them with their patients between consultations. Additionally, we did not reference/name aspects of the SAF directly in the interview, but themes relating to SAF emerged and were coded from the participants’ responses.

Interviews were face-to-face and lasted around 45 minutes and participants were incentivised with a £20 Amazon voucher. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The data was analysed using thematic analysis [52]. Patterns in the data were identified and coded. Connections among emerging themes were made to develop the range and diversity of the themes. After the coding, categories were analysed a second time for connections and areas of disparity. These processes allowed the researchers to view the data in terms of levels and dimensions of connected ideas and perspectives.

IV. FINDINGS

A. Coaching Think-Aloud

All three dietitians responded very positively to the app when they met face-to-face with the researcher during the training session. The dietitians spoke positively and enthusiastically about the app and the ways it could be adapted to their practice. The flexibility of the system was particularly appealing to all the dietitians and two of them mentioned that they would be able to use it to treat clients with other problems besides weight loss, such as clients who need to gain weight, clients who need to stabilise their weight as well as clients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). The ‘Good days and Bad days’ diary feature and motivational messaging features also stood out for dietitians, although they did not
have access to this client data in their view, and several talked about ways in which these functions could be further developed to enhance overall dietetic care. Dietitians also provided feedback on additional features that they felt could be usefully included in later versions of the app. For example, a print function for the programme to provide a record of the session as a hand-out to patients and the option for data to be shared across apps such as physical activity apps, food diaries, body composition, diabetes monitors, etc.

Feedback received from dietitians on design features of myPace as they relate to supportive accountability:

**Accountability: Goal setting (specific)** - The bar chart showing the ‘Small Steps’ completed per week, doesn't show number of steps assigned for that week for comparison. A stacked bar chart, dietitians argued, would present more valuable data enabling, for example, the depiction of steps achieved exceeding steps set.

**Motivation** - Whilst it was recognised that a unique feature of myPace distinguishing it from available apps is that the client receives ‘Motivational Messaging’, which is direct automated yet personalised notifications from the dietitian, dietitians also wanted a function that allowed them to send out a single message to all clients or clients segmented by specific characteristics.

**Accountability: Social presence and Bond** - Schedule, view and manage appointments over time; export appointments to Outlook calendar or other calendar programs; existing clients can request appointments and receive reminders giving the user increased control over their treatment process and emphasizing the continued accessibility and availability of trusted human support.

**Communication** - The journal (see ‘Good days and Bad days’ on the Client App) takes more time to review and respond to and it would be beneficial to make it selective when setting up the patient. Freelance dietitians will decide which patients need this service and recommend it to them (potentially at a higher cost). Another potential option could be to post the thought to a blog/forum for patients using myPace. The dietitian acknowledged that this might have privacy implications and also that forums would need to be moderated, but that it would provide value.

**Accountability: Performance monitoring** - Weekly weighing was introduced into myPace based on information collected from practicing dietitians in five European countries: France, Germany, Hungary, Portugal and the United Kingdom system (a process not reported here). Feedback from a small group of hospital-based dietitians in the United Kingdom who evaluated an early mockup of the system showed that practice varies and weighing can be optional as weighing may negatively impact the motivation levels of some clients. During the coaching think-aloud freelance dietitians stated that they might ask patients to weigh themselves daily (see ‘Record measurements’). Currently, dietitians cannot set up patients to measure their weight or waist circumference at intervals of less than a week. This could be made more customizable as some dietitians might find it useful for patients to measure themselves daily.

Despite this continued emphasis on the value and potential of myPace in dietetic practice, initial enthusiasm for the tool did not translate into actual uptake, use and recommendation. There were a number of reasons for this including:

- dietitians were freelance and working part-time meant that they had access to a smaller client base than a full-time freelance dietitian;
- types of clients the dietitians perceived were most suited to the tool meant that only a small number of clients they did see were eligible to be recommended myPace. For example, one dietitian felt clients had to solely be weight reducers, which meant clients coming in for weight gain or dietetic advice related to specific illnesses were ineligible in their view. Another dietitian mentioned that the tool could be used with her IBS patients, but that it would take some planning to integrate this into myPace;
- clients had to have iPhones to use the mobile app, which further reduced the number of eligible clients and there was reluctance to recommend the web app only as the dietitians felt it might not add much value;
- clients may already be using another weight management tool, for example MyFitnessPal.

There is the sense that this uncertainty about how the tool will work, particularly in contexts where patients have associated co-morbidities to consider, leads the dietitian to err on the side of what they are comfortable and confident using, rather than something new that requires much planning. The researchers initially suggested that the dietitians used test clients (e.g., colleagues, friends) to get used to the technology to address this problem. However, it seems that this approach did not significantly increase dietitians’ confidence in the use of the tool. One dietitian also felt that myPace is better suited to patients who are just starting their programme or patients that are not doing well on the programme they are on or do not have specific goals, which is to say those clients who do not practice ‘small steps’. Conversely, another dietitian felt happy to introduce the technology to any client who she felt might benefit from it regardless of where they are in their weight loss treatment.

**B. Interviews**

Dietitians made several references to tenets of supportive accountability in their responses and the potential of technology to support their practice. Enhanced communication, process accountability and performance monitoring were referenced most often:

“In my perfect world, they would go in online and they’d fill out their diary, their exercise diary, their goals, and then I could put comments on it on a weekly basis, in between my appointments. That would be the perfect set-up for me”.

(WP1007)

Increased, more structured and efficient communication with patients was considered especially valuable in sustaining the bond between the dietitian and the patient between consultations. Communication was also intricately tied to legitimacy – building trust and displaying benevolence, expertise and immediacy in reciprocity – process accountability and performance monitoring.
“Well, as I said, it’s em...it’s uploading of real-time data and that’s certainly, you know, it could be weight, it could be activity, it could be the food diary, tied in with mood as well...so that’s giving you, I suppose, an indication of where someone’s going over a period of time. The food diary though is, you know, by its very definition, [isn’t] going to be very, very accurate, whereas this...would give you a more accurate appraisal of where somebody is, because it’s real information rather than, you know, what somebody’s forgotten or thinking about or... “Oh, I must write the food diary,” and they do it last thing at night and they forget”.

(WP1015)

The software allows patients, dietitians, and any other related practitioners such as GPs, to “see the whole journey” (WP1010), and the inputs and outputs of that journey, in terms of goals and progress, but also in terms of more emotional inputs that affect action and activity.

While myPace has dedicated features for extrinsic motivation, and dietitians acknowledged this, dietitians expressed more interest in fostering patients’ self-awareness through the process accountability procedures built into myPace, and by extension, progressively enabling intrinsic motivation.

“I think more for the patient to see a link between their mood and their eating habits and how they can prevent eating in response to their mood...for the patients particularly, for them to see that link, to learn then what can they do differently...”

(WP1003)

Interestingly, there was no reference to adherence in the interviews. This may be because dietitians view the tool as supporting the weight loss process, but have no evidence to speculate about overall adherence outcomes of using the tool. More often, dietitians mentioned possibilities for the tool to enable change. Notably, there were fewer references to the dietitian as a person to whom the patient will be ‘accountable’, that is, responsible to, via myPace. There was more emphasis on the software enabling better patient care and progressively supporting patient autonomy.

As well as supporting patients in their weight loss, dietitians also made several references to myPace supporting their broader workload by possibly inserting key efficiencies into the way they work. The communication and information access that myPace facilitates was perceived as something that could reduce dietitian work-load in the longer term.

“The problem I think is that you’re duplicating information a lot of the time, which is a waste of time. So, if you’ve got a way to just quickly [have the] information and, you know, print it out and disperse it to everyone you need to, then it just saves you so much time, and then you can actually be more effective as a practitioner”.

(WP1010)

These efficiencies, some dietitians felt, have the potential to increase their professional legitimacy. Further, performance monitoring was viewed at a patient level and also at a departmental level. For some dietitians, having access to all of this information about patient performance in one place was seen as a good way for them to evaluate their own practice:

“...like your own advice, like is this easy to follow or not, as well, like, you know, if there’s more things you should be telling them and what patients find most useful, I guess, which is good for our outcomes for our service as well”.

(WP1010)

Departmental outcomes are formally evaluated at different intervals, particularly for commissioners, and many dietitians viewed myPace as potentially valuable in supporting them in evaluating their service.

Following on from these insights, future iterations of the design specification and prototype will involve a rigorous evaluation that will focus on predetermined outcomes of interest around the support accountability framework (such as adherence). This will also involve the consumer voice and greater contextual information on how the patient integrates the app into their everyday life and creates a positive user experience [53].

C. Summary of Findings

A central and on-going concern for healthcare providers is how to incorporate new technology into practice. A key lesson learned from the design and development of myPace is that the adoption of new tools and associated ways of working involves integrating practitioners’ existing skills and knowledge in a flexible way into technology. Technology should match existing practice and, for weight loss technology, support practitioners in enabling clients to make sustained changes. The design of new healthcare technologies should take into account the role of the therapeutic bond in achieving behavioural and clinical outcomes. To that end, SAF was of value in framing the issues relevant to sessions with clients and providing a context for the delivery of technological support.

The study focuses on the dietitian perspective as the technology was developed to support health practice. In a context such as healthcare where access to the end user is restricted, usually mediated by the healthcare worker, designers need to work closely with those who regularly interface with patients; therefore extensive collaborative design is essential [54].

Furthermore, there is the issue of how health practitioners might integrate new technology into their fast-paced practice. This takes planning and is improved with experience. A technology might seamlessly match practice, and health practitioners may see significant value in it, but without guidance on effective ways to incorporate the new technology into their existing routine, take-up will likely be limited. The designer can suggest ways the technology might support practice based on evidence from their collaboration with practitioners. However, there is important value in compiling dietitian-led evidence and recommendations for the use of the technology in practice, which may improve usage rates.

Based on findings from the coaching think-aloud, dietitians can now use their small step libraries to configure template programmes for typical patient groups; configured templates
are available to dietitians in the consultation. This allows dietitians to plan how they might use the system with conceptually modelled end users through the development of patient personas and profiles for example and gives them practical experience using the platform outside the consultation [55]. This process also allows dietitians to reflect on and structure their programmes in a clear and easily identifiable way.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Further research will seek to explore the value of this approach in other health care domains that will benefit from the synergy between embedding principles of behaviour change and maintaining and drawing on the relationship between the patient and the professional in keeping connected. We recognise the need within the NHS for ‘new models of care’ in a context where drastic efficiencies are also necessary. Though it might seem counter intuitive to develop digital technologies that extend rather than further curtail the role of the health professional, our early engagement with dietitians in both developing and evaluating the myPace app suggests that it is worth further exploring the ways in which reduced face-to-face contact can be designed so as to capture the benefits of the relationship and encouraging and enabling changed health behaviours.
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